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Infiniti Al-Babtain displays the 
Q60 Coupe at the Gate Mall

3-day demonstration grabs customer’s attention

Established 1961 

KUWAIT: Abdulmohsen Abdulaziz Al-Babtain Co (AABC), the
sole authorized dealer of Infiniti vehicles in the State of Kuwait,
recently showcased the INFINITI Q60’s exquisite features at the
popular Gate mall from October 12 - 14, 2017. Born with a vision
to be different that is ‘everything to some people’, the INFINITI
Q60 is a driver centric, pas-
senger minded Coupe with
powerful elegance and strik-
ing performance.

Combining the best of
both worlds to celebrate
bold thinking with fine mod-
ern materials, the driver can
enjoy a totally in-control
experience in the high-back,
high-bolster seats that are
newly-designed to lower the
load on the spine and sup-
port the shoulders.  The
exterior’s flowing sculptural
lines and strong, muscular proportions communicate dynamism,
representing a daring visual expression of the car’s perform-
ance.  Starting from KD 13,500 the 2.0-liter 4 turbocharged
engine promises optimal power and efficiency, to glide forward
confidently. The turbo spools quickly to produce 208hp at
5,500 rpm and outputs a stirring 350 Nm of torque.

At Infiniti, performance is more than delivering a height-
ened driving experience, as the INFINITI Q60 Red Sport 400
ensures that its speed and power are duly felt with its 3.0-liter
V6 twin-turbo engine. Generating a staggering 400hp, the all-
new Q60 engine is designed to offer enhanced performance

while maintaining high lev-
els of efficiency. Direct
Injection Gasoline (DIG),
water-cooled air charging, a
turbo speed sensor and
advanced turbine blade
design make for quicker
response and a higher peak.

The Q60 delivers a con-
fidence-inspiring and per-
sonalized experience
behind the wheel, which
epitomizes INFINITI’s ded-
ication to developing new
and innovative driving tech-

nologies. The Q60 is fully customizable through the Drive
Mode Selector (DMS) - accessed through the 8-inch upper
touchscreen. The system allows the drive mode to be selected
from the following available options: ‘Standard’, ‘Snow’, ‘Eco’,
‘Sport’, ‘Sport+’ (new for certain models), and ‘Personal’.

The Q60 features newly-designed 19-inch aluminium alloy

wheels as standard. The ‘Red Sport 400’ models - more per-
formance-oriented versions of the car - have wider wheels
and tires at the rear, contributing to a more aggressive stance
while also improving handling and grip with a higher capacity
for lateral G-forces.

The Q60 is equipped with INFINITI’s InTouch advanced
infotainment setup, allowing occupants to personalize the inte-
rior environment of the Q60 according to their preferences,
and can store profiles for multiple drivers. InTouch is able to
memorize more than 200 settings that the individual can pro-

gram themselves including a Vehicle Health Report, providing
a monthly overview of the car’s status regarding ABS, airbags,
brakes, engine, oil pressure, and tire pressure. InTouch then
alerts the driver if any action or servicing is required. 

Never compromising on safety factors, the Q60 is
equipped with six airbags and includes safety technologies
that actively protect people in and around the car.  Customers
can view and test drive the INFINITI Q60 coupe by visiting
the Infiniti showroom located in Al-Rai area, which is open
every day except Fridays. 

TEHRAN: Iran’s oldest social media network announced
yesterday it is shutting down after years of battling cen-
sors, saying they had allowed foreign sites such as
Instagram to take over. 

Cloob website was launched 12 years ago as the Iranian
answer to Facebook and Google’s now-dead Orkut, and at
its peak had some two million users in the country. But the
challenge of monitoring the deluge of photos from women
not to show hair and removing politically sensitive com-
ments led to frequent clashes with the authorities.
“Cloob.com was entirely blocked three times and the last

time it took 28 days to unblock it,” said company director
Mohammad Javad Shakouri Moghadam in a blog post. 

“Like a farmer, a webmaster knows how hard it is to
rejuvenate a land that has dried up for 28 days,” he wrote,
adding that his team no longer had the “energy or enthusi-
asm” to keep fighting.

Iran banned Facebook primarily due to lack of over-
sight, especially women sharing photos of themselves
without a headscarf, which is illegal under the country’s
Islamic laws. But sites such as Instagram are not banned
and have boomed in Iran, while messaging service

Telegram has some 25 million users in the country.
Officials say they cannot ban popular online services as
long as there is no local alternative. “Cloob was one of the
top three services in Iran but its flourishing tree has with-
ered,” said Shakouri.  He said he also faced frequent legal
battles over his other companies, such as video sharing
site Aparat and streaming service Filmio.

“These days, some have started to... sue the new wave
of content creators such as Aparat and other services-a
source of domestic content creation which would definite-
ly be of benefit to our country and culture,” he said. 

President Hassan Rouhani was re-elected in May prom-
ising to soften social restrictions.  He appointed the Islamic
republic’s youngest-ever minister, 36-year-old
Mohammad-Javad Azari Jahromi, to head the communica-
tions portfolio.  Jahromi said in August that negotiations
were underway to lift a ban on Twitter, though no progress
has since been announced.  — AFP
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In this file photo the logo of Mercedes is photographed in
Stuttgart, Germany. — AP

Daimler plans 
new structure
for Mercedes, 
truck business
FRANKFURT: German automaker Daimler says it is mov-
ing toward implementing a new structure in which its
Mercedes-Benz car division and truck and bus business
would become legally independent entities under Daimler’s
overall roof. The company said yesterday that the changes
would give the divisions the entrepreneurial flexibility to
react to a rapidly changing business environment.

It said there were no plans to divest the divisions and
that the new structure still needed approval from top man-
agement and the board of directors before it could take
effect. The earliest final approval could come would be at
the company’s 2019 shareholder meeting.

Nonetheless, the company’s initial discussion of the
plan in July led to speculation that the changes could be a
prelude to a separate stock market listing for parts of the
company. If the changes are approved, Mercedes-Benz
Cars and Vans and Daimler Trucks & Buses would then be
like the company’s financial services division, which
already has a legally independent structure. All three
would keep their registered offices in Germany.

Daimler AG’s CEO, Dieter Zetsche, said in a statement
that “whoever aims for sustainable competitiveness and
profitability must continuously evolve and adapt to rapidly
changing surroundings - technologically, culturally and
also structurally.”

Zetsche said the new structure would “make sure we
are optimally prepared for the challenges in the new auto-
motive era.” He is also the head of Mercedes-Benz Cars in
addition to his CEO title.

The truck and bus division includes truck brands
Freightliner, part of the company’s North American truck
business headquartered in Portland, Oregon, Western Star
and FUSO. It also makes Thomas Built school buses in
High Point, North Carolina.

Major automakers are gearing up for what is expected
to be a period of disruptive change spurred by digitaliza-
tion and government pressure to reduce air pollution from
car exhaust pipes. The new challenges facing the industry
include the development of autonomous or driverless cars,
a push to make lower-emission electric vehicles more
attractive to consumers, and the use of digital technologies
such as smartphone apps that, for instance, let consumers
use autos only when they need one. — AP

Worn down by censors, 
Iran’s Facebook shuts down

NEW YORK: T-Mobile US Inc and Sprint Corp plan to
announce a merger agreement without any immediate
asset sales, as they seek to preserve as much of their spec-
trum holdings and cost synergies as they can before regu-
lators ask for concessions, according to people familiar
with the matter.

While it is common for companies not to unveil divesti-
tures during merger announcements, T-Mobile’s and
Sprint’s approach shows that the companies plan to enter
what could be challenging negotiations with US antitrust
and telecommunications regulators without having made
prior concessions.  Reuters reported last week that some
of the US Justice Department’s antitrust staff were skepti-
cal about the deal, which would combine the third and
fourth largest US wireless carriers. However, regulators
can only begin reviewing a corporate merger once it has
been agreed to and announced.

T-Mobile and Sprint are preparing a negotiating strate-
gy to tackle demands from regulators regarding asset
sales, including the divestment of some of their spectrum
licenses after their deal is announced, the sources said.
The companies’ announcement of a merger agreement,
currently expected to come either in late October or early
November, will focus on the potential benefits of the deal
for US consumers, including the advancement of next-
generation 5G wireless technology, which requires consid-
erable investment, the sources added. 

The sources asked not to be identified because the
deliberations are confidential. T-Mobile and Sprint
declined to comment. “It is better for Sprint and T-Mobile
to listen and learn the concerns of regulators first, and see
whether there is anything that can be done to address
those concerns,” MoffettNathanson research analyst Craig
Moffett said. A combination of T-mobile and Sprint would
create a business with more than 130 million US sub-
scribers, just behind Verizon Communications Inc and
AT&T Inc.  Companies often chose not to make any pre-
emptive announcements on divestitures when they
announce mergers. For example, when US health insurers
Anthem Inc and Aetna Inc separately announced deals two
years ago to acquire peers Cigna Corp and Humana Inc,
they did not reveal which assets they would be willing to

divest. US  federal judges shot down both mergers on
antitrust grounds earlier this year.

Some media and telecommunications deals in recent
years have been announced with divestitures, such as US
cable operator Comcast Corp’s proposed takeover of Time
Warner Cable in 2014, which was later called off after reg-
ulatory pushback.  When US TV station owner Sinclair

Broadcast Group announced its acquisition of peer
Tribune Media Co in May, it said it might sell certain sta-
tions to comply with regulators.

Companies often also choose to place caps in their
merger agreements on the size of divestitures they would
be willing to accept in their negotiations with regulators.
T-Mobile and Sprint have not yet agreed to include such a

cap in their merger agreement, though it is possible they
will do so, one of the sources said.

Spectrum holdings 
UBS research analyst John Hodulik said in a research

note earlier this month that the U.S. Federal
Communications Commission will likely force T-Mobile and
Sprint to make some divestitures of spectrum, since the
combined company would have the most airwaves in its
sector with more than 300 MHz, putting it ahead of
Verizon’s and AT&T’s holdings. T-Mobile spent $8 billion in
a government auction of airwaves earlier this year. Sprint
stayed out of the auction, touting its holdings of high-band
spectrum, which it says can move large volumes of informa-
tion at high speeds.  Having access to a lot of spectrum is
particularly important for the 5G wireless offerings that
AT&T and Verizon hope to launch to better compete with
high-speed Internet services from cable companies.

T-Mobile and Sprint believe that the US antitrust
enforcement environment has become more favorable
since the companies abandoned their previous effort to
combine in 2014 amid regulatory concerns, according to
the sources.  The two companies have not yet introduced a
breakup fee in their merger negotiations that would com-
pensate one side if regulators reject the deal, though it is
possible one will be agreed to by the time the deal is
signed, the sources said. — Reuters

T-Mobile-Sprint: 
A merger without
asset divestitures

Young Chadians 
develop digital 
cures for social,
economic ills 
N’DJAMENA: In a dusty alleyway in Chad’s capital, veiled
women sell peanuts laid out on handkerchiefs and children
bring home firewood on donkeys, as if from another era. But
behind tall iron gates, a group of twenty-somethings, armed
with laptops, business books and a red motor bike have
established a digital start-up, aiming to help propel their
country into the 21st century.

MossoSouk (Chadian Arabic for “trade-market”), Chad’s
first online store for merchants, shopkeepers and individuals

with goods to sell, is the brainchild of 26-year-old Andreas
Koumato, who hopes to turn it into the Central African
country’s version of electronic marketplace Amazon.  In
reality, Koumato and his team face huge obstacles to carv-
ing out a new digital culture in this landlocked, desert state
beset by militant threats, economic woes, widespread
poverty - and now a US travel ban.  Internet penetration in
Chad is at barely more than 1 percent, one of the lowest
rates in Africa. But the digital entrepreneurs are undeterred,
and have spent the past two years going around
N’Djamena’s markets, trying to persuade traders to open
online shops on the MossoSouk.com platform.

“Some of the sellers don’t understand what the internet
is,” said Koumato with a nonchalant shrug, walking through
the group’s small office, located in a residential area of the
city. “We say to them: ‘You are here, in the centre of the mar-
ket how can someone in another neighborhood know you’re
selling this? You need visibility - this is what we are offering.
People everywhere in Chad can see your products - even
when your shop or stall is shut for the day, even at night,
even on holidays’.” More than 120 individuals and businesses

have agreed to give it a go. In September, the company won
the Digital Innovation Prize, a national award worth $18,000
run by Swedish non-profit group Reach for Change and
mobile network provider Tigo.

For those unsure about e-commerce, MossoSouk pro-
vides training based on expertise Koumato gained while
studying at Illinois-based Northwestern University as a par-
ticipant in the Young African Leaders Initiative run by the
US State Department. While developing MossoSouk,
Koumato and his team are training other young Chadians in
digital entrepreneurship. Koumato is also a founding mem-
ber of Chad’s “Generation ABCD” (AnyBodyCanDream)
venture, funded by UN children’s agency UNICEF, which
seeks to promote innovation and pro-active citizenship
among youth.  “Our basic message is don’t wait for the gov-
ernment to do something, don’t wait for someone else - do
something with the means you have and ask for partner-
ship,” said Koumato.

Opportunity in a crisis 
Yet entrepreneurship is not easy in Chad. In 2015,

N’Djamena’s main bazaar was the target of suicide bomb-
ings by Islamist militant group Boko Haram, whose strong-
hold in Nigeria’s Borno state lies less than 50 km (31 miles)
away. And the country’s leadership, headed by President
Idriss Deby since 1990, has often been criticised for high
levels of corruption.  Transparency International’s 2016
Corruption Perceptions Index ranks Chad as Africa’s sixth
most corrupt country, jointly with Central African
Republic, Burundi and Congo Republic.

Out of a population of 14.2 million, almost half of
Chadians live below the poverty line, with life expectancy
at just 51.6 years, one of the lowest in the world. 

The travel ban imposed last month by the United States
on nationals of Chad, among other countries, presents yet
another hurdle, making it harder to learn from the
American example, said Koumato. It was met with frustra-
tion among the capital’s community of young activists and
entrepreneurs, he added. Moreover, due to a 50 percent
slump in crude oil prices since 2014, Chad has faced an
economic crisis that has shuttered many businesses and
rendered tens of thousands unemployed. — Reuters
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